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Generation of acoustic rogue waves in dusty
plasmas through three-dimensional particle
focusing by distorted waveforms
Ya-Yi Tsai, Jun-Yi Tsai and Lin I*
Roguewaves—rare uncertainly emerging localized events with
large amplitudes—have been experimentally observed inmany
nonlinear wave phenomena, such as water waves1–6, optical
waves7,8, second sound in superfluid He II (ref. 9) and ion
acoustic waves in plasmas10. Past studies have mainly focused
on one-dimensional (1D) wave behaviour through modulation
instabilities1,3–5,7,11, and toa lesser extent onhigher-dimensional
behaviour5,6,8,11,12. The question whether rogue waves also exist
in nonlinear 3D acoustic-type plasma waves, the kinetic origin
of their formation and their correlation with surrounding 3D
waveforms are unexplored fundamental issues. Herewe report
the direct experimental observation of dust acoustic rogue
waves in dusty plasmas and construct a picture of 3D particle
focusing by the surrounding tilted and ruptured wave crests,
associated with the higher probability of low-amplitude holes
for rogue-wave generation.

Modulation instability (MI) which makes the wave modulation
envelope unstable has been well accepted as a mechanism for
rogue-wave or envelope soliton generation in systems governed
by nonlinear equations, such as the nonlinear Landau–Ginzburg
or Schrödinger equations1,3–5,7,11,12. On the other hand, recent
studies in nonlinear water, chemical and dust acoustic waves, also
demonstrated that MI causes 3D waveform undulation, rupture
and reconnection; and generates opposite singular objects, low-
amplitude hole (LAH) filaments coinciding with defect trajectories,
where wave amplitudes are null and phases are undefined13–16.

In a 1D longitudinal density wave constituted by particles,
from the wave–particle interaction view, waveforms determine
longitudinal wave fields, which affect particle motion, and in
turn waveform evolution17,18. A recent experimental study of 3D
unstable dust acoustic waves (DAWs) showed that the additional
transverse (normal to the wave propagation direction) wave fields
from distorted and ruptured waveforms around LAHs are further
key factors affecting particle motion, and in turn LAH evolution19.
Certainly, it is intriguing to ask whether and how rogue wave event
(RWE) formation can also be understood through wave–particle
interactions in strongly undulated regions, by correlating opposite
singular objects—RWEs and LAHs—with their surrounding 3D
waveforms and particle motion.

A DAW, associated with the low-frequency longitudinal
oscillation of negatively charged dust particles in gaseous plasmas,
is a fundamental nonlinear acoustic-type density wave, governed
by modulation-type nonlinear dynamical equations20–22. It can
be self-excited through the interplay of dust inertia, screened
Coulomb interactions and ion streaming23. Studies on shocks24–26,
solitary waves27, wave breaking18, oscillons28, defects and LAHs

(refs 15,16,19,29) are the few examples giving experimental
evidence of the ubiquitous behaviour in many other nonlinear
media. The advantages of direct video imaging large-area dust
density evolution and tracking individual particle motion at the
discrete level also make it a good platform to construct an Eulerian–
Lagrangian picture as a means of understanding dynamics in
nonlinear density wave systems18,19,28. Nevertheless, RWEs have
been demonstrated theoretically only in 1D dust acoustic waves22.

The experiment is conducted in a cylindrical radiofrequency (rf)
dusty-plasma system, as sketched in Fig. 1a (also see Methods)16.
Figure 1b shows a typical temporal waveform of nd, the normalized
local dust density, in the disordered state of the self-excited
downward propagating DAW. The irregular amplitude modulation
evidences MI and causes the broadening of the fundamental and
higher harmonic peaks in its power spectrum (Fig. 1c).

Figure 1d shows the histogram of the wave height H measured
from 12,000 images. As commonly used for oceanic RWEs, the
stretched tail beyond 2Hs signifies RWEs, where Hs (=2) is the
significant wave height, defined as the average of the highest third
of all wave heights1,2. Figure 1e shows the highly localized and
randomly distributed RWEs in the xyt space over 120 wave cycles.
The averaged wavelength λ and wave period τ0 are 1mm and
32ms, respectively.

Figure 1f shows typical temporal nd waveforms around RWEs
(RWEs A to C in Fig. 1e). By resetting the crests 2Hs in height
(RWEs) and 1.3Hs in height at τ=0, Fig. 1g shows the evolutions of
the averaged modulation envelope height (vertical width) 〈HE〉 over
the waveforms before and after these events (see Methods for event
numbers). On average, the sharp increase in amplitude during one
wave cycle to reach the RWE peak is preceded by a slowMI-induced
amplitude growth lasting five wave cycles, whereas the 1.3Hs crest
has a warning of less than two wave cycles. Note that an individual
RWE is not necessarily preceded by amonotonically increasingwave
height (Fig. 1f and Supplementary Information), and other higher-
dimensional effects need to be considered for RWE formation.

MI also causes undulation of the 3D waveform, as shown in the
xt and yt planes of Fig. 2a (also see refs 15,16, for a typical undulated
waveform). The arrow in Fig. 2a indicates a highly localized RWEon
the top xy plane. LAHs (defects) labelled by crosses are located at the
vertices of pitchfork-like structuress with connected or broken arms,
where thewave amplitudes are null and the phases are undefined15,16.
Figure 2b,c shows 3D plots of LAH filaments (defect trajectories) in
the xyt space surrounding two typical RWEs.

How do RWEs and LAH filaments correlate statistically? The
contour plots of Fig. 2d depict the distribution function P(r , τ),
the probability density of finding LAHs with spatial and temporal
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Figure 1 | Experimental system and information evidencing RWEs. a, Sketch of the experimental system. The laser sheet and CCD can also be rotated
through 90◦ to monitor the side-view waveform evolution and particle motion. b, Typical evolution of nd, the normalized dust density, showing MI-induced
modulation on the downward propagating wave. c, Power spectrum of nd(t) showing the MI-induced broadening of the fundamental mode and the second
harmonic, peaked at 31.5 and 63 Hz, respectively. d, Histogram of the ratio of wave height H to significant wave height Hs, showing the existence of RWEs
at the stretched tail end (H≥2Hs). e, Randomly distributed RWE locations in the xyt space over 120 wave cycles. f, Typical nd evolutions measured at
di�erent locations in which the RWE peak times have been reset at τ=0. g, Temporal evolutions of the envelope height 〈HE〉, averaged over crests 2Hs in
height (RWEs) and crests 1.3Hs in height at τ=0. The sharp rise to reach the RWE peak tends to be preceded by a few crests with a slowly growing
amplitude; note that this is not true for all the RWEs (for example, RWE B in f). However, 1.3Hs crests have a warning of less than two wave cycles. The grey
line indicates the averaged envelope height (=1.62) over all waves in the entire xyt space. The standard deviations of the two curves are less than 0.46 and
0.37 for RWEs and crests 1.3Hs in height, respectively, for the entire curves (see Supplementary Information).

separations r and τ , respectively, from crests with H = 2, 1.3 and
1Hs, where negative τ indicates that LAHs appear before the large
crest. Clearly, in the top panel of Fig. 2d, from 4τ0 before the RWE,
LAHs start to have a slightly higher probability of occurrence in a
cylindrical shell 1.5λ in radius than the average probability in space
(=0.019, coded in white). The probability reaches its maximum
(P=0.026) in a ring approximately 0.55λ in radius 0.4τ0 before
the RWE. However, the blue LAH peak decreases in height and
diminishes in extent for 1.3 and 1Hs events, respectively. Obviously,
the preceding neighbouring LAH filaments are important for
emerging giant crests.

The decreasing likelihood (coded by shaded orange) of LAHs in
a cylinder 0.3λ in radius approaching an RWE is consistent with the
slow growth of averaged wave height. However, what are the roles of
the surrounding LAH filaments before an RWE?

Let us construct a kinetic picture based on wave–particle
interactions. Our previous experiment correlating particle motion
and waveform evolution shows that, in an ordered travelling
plane DAW, particles interact strongly with and oscillate in the
longitudinal wave field18,19. Particles are negatively charged and the
wave potential field for a test particle thereby oscillates in phase
with the washboard-type particle density field18,19. As shown in
Fig. 3a, in a downward travelling plane wave, the accumulation and
depletion of particles, caused by strong deceleration (compression)
and acceleration (rarefaction) of the upward moving particles
entering the crest front and leaving the crest rear, produced by
longitudinal forces from the crest towards the neighbouring troughs,
sustain and determine evolution of the waveform. The above effects
are stronger for larger amplitude crests18,19.

The above 1D picture is complicated for an undulated waveform.
Because forces are normal to the contour lines of dust density, a
tilted wave crest surface and a non-uniform nd distribution along

a crest both introduce additional transverse forces19. Sequential
snapshots of the nd(x , z) contour plots in Fig. 3b show an example
of a downwardmoving undulatedwaveform,measured from images
illuminated by a vertical laser sheet. Here z is the vertical axis. The
vectors indicate the tilted forces. A few typical particle trajectories
are also plotted in the lower panel. Obviously, for the waveform
around the LAH labelled by a cross at the broken end of crest C2, the
leftward force from the rear of the tilted crest C1 and the rightward
diverging field from the broken end of C2 enhance focusing of
particles from C1 and C2 rear into high crest region H. The broken
end of C2 also provides an additional supply of particles moving
towards the upper right direction for focusing. The above processes
greatly enhance the accumulation of particles and the growth in
amplitude for region H from−7.5 to 0ms. Figure 3c gives a further
view of the undulated waveform around the RWE in the xτ space,
measured at z=0.5mm.

On the basis of the above picture, the generation of an RWE
preceded by the formation of surrounding LAH filaments can
be understood. Figure 4a,b, and the video in the Supplementary
Information depict the 3D structure of wave crest surfaces and
LAH filaments in the xyt space surrounding the RWE in Fig. 2a.
Similar to the previous study16, LAH filaments are accompanied by
surrounding ruptured and tilted crest surfaces throughMI-induced
undulation, which appear as broken and tilted crests, respectively,
in the two different vertical planes (x1t and x2t) intersecting an
RWE in Fig. 4c,d. Tilted and broken crests before the RWE in
Fig. 4c, similar to those of Fig. 3, induce particle focusing and
accumulation in the crest front, manifested by narrowing and
growth of the high-amplitude clump in C1 to the RWE in C3. In
another vertical x2t plane, the opposite two ends of the leading
broken crest C2 provide particle supply and focusing, although their
leading crest C1 is not tilted (Fig. 4d). Another example manifesting
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Figure 2 | Undulated waveforms and LAHs nearby RWEs. a, Distribution of nd on xy, xt and yt planes showing the typical undulated waveform. The arrow
labels the RWE (the dark region), localized on the top xy plane. The crosses indicate the locations of the defects (LAHs) where wave amplitudes are null
and phases are undefined. b,c, Irregular hole filaments surrounding two typical RWEs, in the xyt space, with their projections on the floor. The filaments
before RWEs are indicated by shades of brown. d, Contour plots of the probability density of finding LAHs with spatial and temporal separations r and τ ,
respectively, from crests with di�erent H, where λ and τ0 are the averaged wavelength and period, respectively. The average probability over the entire
space of the top panel (0.019, see Supplementary Information) is indicated by white, and the higher (lower) probabilities are indicated by shades of blue
(orange). The very low probability of LAHs in the centre cylinder (r<0.3λ) and the higher probability of LAHs in the surrounding ring before RWE are
important for RWE formation. The blue peak decreases in height and diminishes in extent for crests with H= 1.3 and 1.0Hs, respectively.

particle focusing and enhanced RWE formation is shown in the
Supplementary Information.

At the rear of the crest of an RWE clump, diverging wave fields
cause defocusing of exiting particles (see particle trajectories in
Fig. 3b). This decreases the particle accumulation in the trailing crest
front and the consequent crest amplitude (also see the drop in wave
amplitude following the RWEs in Fig. 1f).

In conclusion, using self-excited DAWs as a platform, we have
demonstrated the first direct observation of RWEs in self-excited 3D
longitudinal plasma density waves, and constructed a wave–particle
interaction picture for RWE formation, by correlating RWEs, LAHs,
their surrounding 3D undulated waveforms, and individual particle
motion. It is found that, in addition to the slow leading growth in
amplitude, RWEs are preceded by a higher probability of surround-
ing LAH filaments, associatedwith distortedwaveforms. In addition
to the longitudinal wave field affecting particle accumulation and
depletion in the crest front and rear, respectively, transverse forces
from the leading tilted or ruptured crests nearby LAH filaments
assists 3D focusing of particles entering the trailing crest front, for
generating spatiotemporally localized RWEs.

Note that a recent delayed time series analysis using single local
dynamical variables for sea and optical waves found that RWEs do

not necessarily appear without a short phase warning30. Our study
sheds light on the subject of RWE formation and its short phase
statistical precursors for longitudinal density waves in plasmas or
gaseous media.

Methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online
version of the paper.
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Methods
The experiment is conducted in a cylindrical rf dusty-plasma system, as shown in
Fig. 1a, similar to our previous experiment16. A hollow cylindrical thin glass trap of
inner diameter 32mm and height 18mm is placed on the centre of the bottom
electrode to confine a dusty plasma consisting of polystyrene particles (5 µm in
diameter, 6.9×10−11 g in mass, 6×104 cm−3 in density), charged with about ten
thousand electrons per particle. The weakly ionized glow discharge (ne∼109 cm−3)
supporting the self-excited downward propagating (along the−z direction)
waveform with parallel straight wave crests can be generated in Ar gas at 220mtorr
using a 14-MHz rf power system at 2.8W. The estimated Debye length λD and dust
particle charges are of the order of a few tens of micrometres and a few to ten
thousands of electrons per particle, respectively. Dust images in a horizontal xy (or

vertical xy) plane illuminated by an expanded horizontal laser sheet (∼0.6mm in
width) are captured by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera at a sampling rate of
400Hz. The normalized local dust density, nd(x ,y , t)= Id(x ,y , t)/〈Id(x ,y)〉t , can be
obtained by measuring the image brightness Id, coarse grained over a Gaussian
weighted circle (0.3mm in full-width at half-maximum), where 〈Id(x ,y)〉t is the
time average of Id(x ,y) (ref. 17). Individual particle motions in the xz plane are
tracked and compared with the side-view waveform to construct a
Lagrangian–Eulerian picture for RWE formation.

In our statistical analyses of the wave envelope height curves in Fig. 1g and the
LAH probability density distributions in Fig. 2d, we used 97 RWE events 2Hs in
height, 3,484 crest events 1.3Hs in height, and 46,600 crest events 1.0Hs

in height.
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